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oped and refined by George, Lijphart, Eckstein, and others,
we will no doubt learn more about the comparative advan-
tages of recent methodological innovations from attempts to
put them into practice. In the not-too-distant future these
efforts may coalesce into more standardized and comprehen-
sive (though still evolving) textbooks in qualitative methods
analogous to those found in graduate courses in statistics.
Brady and Collier’s call for “diverse tools and shared stan-
dards” is already a far more substantial reality than when we
began our book.
Notes
1
 Alexander George decided not to co-author this response, as he
was unable to attend the APSA roundtable that originated it and has
had some health problems as he approaches his 86th birthday. He
and his wife Juliette are also busily preparing to move to the Seattle
area, where their daughter lives, but I expect they would welcome
hearing from old friends. I have occasionally used the pronouns
“we” or “our” in this article to refer to our co-authored book or the
thinking behind it, but I remain solely responsible for the content of
this response.
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Biddle, Stephen D. 2004. Military Power: Explaining Victory and
Defeat in Modern Battle. Princeton: Princeton University Press.
$37.50 hardcover.
In war, do mass and materiel matter most? Will states with the larg-
est, best equipped, information-technology-rich militaries invari-
ably win? The prevailing answer today among both scholars and
policy-makers is yes. But this is to overlook force employment, or
the doctrine and tactics by which materiel is actually used. In a
landmark reconception of battle and war, this book provides a sys-
tematic account of how force employment interacts with materiel to
produce real combat outcomes. Stephen Biddle argues that force
employment is central to modern war, becoming increasingly im-
portant since 1900 as the key to surviving ever more lethal weap-
onry. Technological change produces opposite effects depending on
how forces are employed; to focus only on materiel is thus to risk
major errors with serious consequences for both policy and scholar-
ship. In clear, fluent prose, Biddle provides a systematic account of
force employment’s role and shows how this account holds up
under rigorous, multimethod testing. The results challenge a wide
variety of standard views, from current expectations for a revolu-
tion in military affairs to mainstream scholarship in international
relations and orthodox interpretations of modern military history.
Chernoff, Fred. 2005. The Power of International Theory: Reforging
the Link to Foreign Policy-Making through Scientific Enquiry. Lon-
don: Routledge. $115.00 hardcover.
The discipline of International Relations was created with a purpose
of helping policy-makers to build a more peaceful and just world.
However, many of the current trends, post-positivism, construct-
ivism, reflectivism, and post-modernism share a conception of inter-
national theory that is inherently incapable of offering significant
guidance to policy-makers. The Power of International Theory criti-
cally examines these approaches and offers a novel conventional-
causal alternative that allows the re-forging of a link between IR
theory and policy-making. While recognizing the criticisms of earlier
forms of positivism and behavioralism, the book defends holistic
testing of empirical principles, methodological pluralism, criteria for
choosing the best theory, a notion of “causality,” and a limited form
of prediction, all of which are needed to guide policy-makers. This
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.997533
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book will be an invaluable text for advanced students and researchers
in the fields of international relations theory and the philosophy of
social science.
Eden, Lynn. 2003. Whole World on Fire: Organizations, Knowledge,
and Nuclear Weapons Devastation. Ithaca: Cornell University
Press. $24.95 paperback.
Whole World on Fire focuses on a technical riddle wrapped in an
organizational mystery: How and why, for more than half a century,
did the U.S. government fail to predict nuclear fire damage as it drew
up plans to fight strategic nuclear war? U.S. bombing in World War II
caused massive fire damage to Hiroshima and Nagasaki, but later war
plans took account only of damage from blast; they completely ig-
nored damage from atomic firestorms. Recently a small group of
researchers has shown that for modern nuclear weapons the destruc-
tiveness and lethality of nuclear mass fire often—and predictably—
greatly exceeds that of nuclear blast. This has major implications for
defense policy: the U.S. government has underestimated the damage
caused by nuclear weapons, Lynn Eden finds, and built far more
warheads, and far more destructive warheads, than it needed for the
Pentagon’s war-planning purposes. How could this have happened?
The answer lies in how organizations frame the problems they try to
solve.
In a narrative grounded in organization theory, science and technol-
ogy studies, and primary historical sources (including declassified
documents and interviews), Eden explains how the U.S. Air Force’s
doctrine of precision bombing led to the development of very good
predictions of nuclear blast—a significant achievement—but for many
years to no development of organizational knowledge about nuclear
fire. Expert communities outside the military reinforced this dispar-
ity in organizational capability to predict blast damage but not fire
damage. Yet some innovation occurred, and predictions of fire damage
were nearly incorporated into nuclear war planning in the early 1990s.
The author explains how such a dramatic change almost happened,
and why it did not. Whole World on Fire shows how well-funded and
highly professional organizations, by focusing on what they do well
and systematically excluding what they don’t do well, may build a
poor representation of the world—a self-reinforcing fallacy that can
have serious consequences. In a sweeping conclusion, Eden shows
the implications of the analysis for understanding such things as the
sinking of the Titanic, the collapse of the Tacoma Narrows Bridge,
and the poor fireproofing in the World Trade Center.
Fullbrook, Edward (ed). 2003. The Crisis in Economics: The Post-
autistic Economics Movement: The First 600 Days. London:
Routledge. $41.95 paperback.
Economics can be pretty boring. Drier than Death Valley, the disci-
pline is obsessed with mathematics and compounds this by arro-
gantly assuming its techniques can be brought to bear on the other
social sciences. It wasn’t going to be long, therefore, before students
started complaining. The vast majority have voted with their feet
and signed up for business and management degrees, but in the past
two years there has grown an important new movement that has
decided to tackle those who think they run economics head-on. This
is the Post-autistic Economics Network. The PAE Network started
in France and has spread first to Cambridge and then other parts of
the world. The name derives from the fact that mainstream econom-
ics has been accused of institutional autism, i.e. qualitative impair-
ment of social interaction, failure to develop peer relationships and
lack of emotional and social reciprocity. In short, economics has lost
touch with reality and has become way too abstract. This book
charts the impact the PAE Network has had so far and constitutes a
manifesto for a different kind of economics—it features key contri-
butions from all the major voices in heterodox economics including
Tony Lawson, Deirdre McCloskey, Geoff Hodgson, Sheila Dow
and Warren Samuels.
Gallagher, Nancy W. 2003. The Politics of Verification. Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins University Press. $25.00 paperback.
How to evaluate compliance is among the most difficult questions
that arise during treaty negotiations and ratification debates. Argu-
ments over verification principles and procedures are increasingly
common for accords about the environment, human rights, and eco-
nomics, but they have been especially important in the arena of
national security. Nancy Gallagher explains, “In a world in which
states face conflicting pressures to maximize military capabilities
and negotiate mutual restraints, the prospects for arms control often
hinge on verification... In the standard American formulation, verifi-
cation is the ‘critical element of arms control.’”
In The Politics of Verification, Gallagher explores the causes of
verification controversies and the processes through which they are
perpetuated or provisionally resolved. By examining nuclear test
ban negotiations from the Eisenhower through the Clinton adminis-
trations, Gallagher finds that the assumptions about verification
that have dominated U.S. policy shape domestic debates in ways
that hinder stable agreement on significant test restrictions. She
focuses on the dynamic interconnections between domestic and
international politics, and analyzes the slow process of coalition
building when conflicting interests and ideas create divisions both
among and inside states. Gallagher concludes that the end of the
Cold War has altered the arms control context without resolving
basic questions about the appropriate amount and type of verifica-
tion. Thus, the negotiation and ratification of major cooperative
accords will continue to be shaped by verification compromises and
coalitions.
Goertz, Gary. 2006. Social Science Concepts: A User’s Guide.
Princeton: Princeton University Press. $27.95 paperback.
Concepts lie at the core of social science theory and methodology.
They provide substance to theories; they form the basis of measure-
ment; they influence the selection of cases. Social Science Concepts:
A Users Guide explores alternative means of concept construction
and their impact on the role of concepts in measurement, case selec-
tion, and theories. While there exists a plethora of books on measure-
ment, scaling, and the like, there are virtually no books devoted to the
construction and analysis of concepts and their role in the research
enterprise. Social Science Concepts: A Users Guide provides detailed
and practical advice on the construction and use of social science
concepts; a Web site provides classroom exercises. It uses a wide
range of examples from political science and sociology such as revo-
lution, welfare state, international disputes and war, and democracy
to illustrate the theoretical and practical issues of concept construc-
tion and use. It explores the means of constructing complex, multi-
level, and multidimensional concepts. In particular, it examines the
classic necessary and sufficient condition approach to concept build-
ing and contrasts it with the family resemblance approach. The con-
sequences of valid concept construction are explored in both qualita-
tive and quantitative analyses. Social Science Concepts: A Users
Guide will prove an indispensable guide for graduate students and
scholars in the social sciences. More broadly, it will appeal to schol-
ars in any field who wish to think more carefully about the concepts
used to create theories and research designs.
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Lischer, Sarah. 2005. Dangerous Sanctuaries: Refugee Camps, Civil
War, and the Dilemmas of Humanitarian Aid. Ithaca, NY: Cornell
University Press. $35.00 cloth.
Since the early 1990s, refugee crises in the Balkans, Central Africa,
the Middle East, and West Africa have led to the international spread
of civil war. In Central Africa alone, more than three million people
have died in wars fueled, at least in part, by internationally sup-
ported refugee populations. The recurring pattern of violent refugee
crises prompts the following questions: Under what conditions do
refugee crises lead to the spread of civil war across borders? How
can refugee relief organizations respond when militants use humani-
tarian assistance as a tool of war? What government actions can pre-
vent or reduce conflict?
To understand the role of refugees in the spread of conflict, Sarah
Kenyon Lischer systematically compares violent and nonviolent
crises involving Afghan, Bosnian, and Rwandan refugees. Lischer
argues against the conventional socioeconomic explanations for refu-
gee-related violence—abysmal living conditions, proximity to the
homeland, and the presence of large numbers of bored young men.
Lischer instead focuses on the often-ignored political context of the
refugee crisis. She suggests that three factors are crucial: the level of
the refugees’ political cohesion before exile, the ability and willing-
ness of the host state to prevent military activity, and the contribu-
tion, by aid agencies and outside parties, of resources that exacer-
bate conflict. Lischer’s political explanation leads to policy pre-
scriptions that are sure to be controversial: using private security
forces in refugee camps or closing certain camps altogether. With no
end in sight to the brutal wars that create refugee crises, Dangerous
Sanctuaries is vital reading for anyone concerned with how refugee
flows affect the dynamics of conflicts around the world.
Monroe, Kristen R. (ed). 2005. Perestroika!: The Raucous Rebel-
lion in Political Science. New Haven: Yale University Press. $35.00
paperback.
This superb volume describes the events and ramifications of a
revolt within the political science discipline that began in 2000 with
a disgruntled e-mail message signed by one “Mr. Perestroika.” The
message went to seventeen recipients who quickly forwarded it to
others, and soon the Perestroika revolt became a major movement
calling for change in the American political science community. What
is the Perestroika movement? Why did it occur? What has it accom-
plished? What remains to be done? Most important, what does it
tell us about the nature of political science, about methodological
pluralism and diversity, about the process of publishing scholarly
work, and about graduate education in the field? The contributors to
the book—thoughtful political scientists who offer a variety of
perspectives—set the Perestroika movement in historical and com-
parative contexts. They address many topics related to heart of the
debate—a desire for tolerance of methodological diversity—and as-
sess the changes that have come in the wake of Perestroika. For
political scientists and their graduate students, and for those inter-
ested in the history or sociology of social sciences, this volume is
essential reading.
Rihoux, Benoit and Heike Grimm (eds). 2005. Innovative Com-
parative Methods for Policy Analysis: Beyond the Qualitative-
Quantitative Divide. Berlin: Springer. $89.95 hardcover.
Innovative Comparative Methods for Policy Analysis aims to pro-
vide a decisive push to the further development and application of
innovative and specific comparative methods for the improvement
of policy analysis. To take on this challenge, this volume brings
together methodologists and specialists from a broad range of social
scientific disciplines and policy fields. The work further develops
methods for systematic comparative cases analysis in a small-N
research design, with a key emphasis laid on policy-oriented appli-
cations. Innovative Comparative Methods for Policy Analysis is
clearly both a social  scientific and policy-driven endeavor; on the
one hand, the book engages in an effort to further improve social
scientific methods, but on the other hand this effort also intends to
provide useful, applied tools for policy analysts and the “policy
community“ alike. Though quite a variety of methods and tech-
niques are touched upon in this volume, its focus is mainly laid on
two recently developed research methods/techniques which enable
researchers to systematically compare a limited number of cases;
Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) and Fuzzy-Sets (FS).
Stinchcombe, Arthur M. 2005. The Logic of Social Research. Chi-
cago: University of Chicago Press. $20.00 paperback.
Arthur L. Stinchcombe has earned a reputation as a leading practi-
tioner of methodology in sociology and related disciplines. Through-
out his distinguished career he has championed the idea that to be an
effective sociologist, one must use many methods. This incisive
work introduces students to the logic of those methods. The Logic
of Social Research orients students to a set of logical problems that
all methods must address to study social causation. Almost all so-
ciological theory asserts that some social conditions produce other
social conditions, but the theoretical links between causes and ef-
fects are not easily supported by observation. Observations cannot
directly show causation, but they can reject or support causal theo-
ries with different degrees of credibility. As a result, sociologists
have created four main types of methods that Stinchcombe terms
quantitative, historical, ethnographic, and experimental to support
their theories. Each method has value, and each has its uses for
different research purposes. Accessible and astute, The Logic of
Social Research offers an image of what sociology is, what it’s all
about, and what the craft of the sociologist consists of.
Tetlock, Philip. 2005. Expert Political Judgment: How Good Is It?
How Can We Know? Princeton: Princeton University Press.
$35.00 hardcover.
The intelligence failures surrounding the invasion of Iraq dramati-
cally illustrate the necessity of developing standards for evaluating
expert opinion. This book fills that need. Here, Philip E. Tetlock ex-
plores what constitutes good judgment in predicting future events,
and looks at why experts are often wrong in their forecasts. Tetlock
first discusses arguments about whether the world is too complex
for people to find the tools to understand political phenomena, let
alone predict the future. He evaluates predictions from experts in
different fields, comparing them to predictions by well-informed
laity or those based on simple extrapolation from current trends. He
goes on to analyze which styles of thinking are more successful in
forecasting. Classifying thinking styles using Isaiah Berlin’s proto-
types of the fox and the hedgehog, Tetlock contends that the fox—
the thinker who knows many little things, draws from an eclectic
array of traditions, and is better able to improvise in response to
changing events—is more successful in predicting the future than
the hedgehog, who knows one big thing, toils devotedly within one
tradition, and imposes formulaic solutions on ill-defined problems.
He notes a perversely inverse relationship between the best scien-
tific indicators of good judgement and the qualities that the media
most prizes in pundits—the single-minded determination required
to prevail in ideological combat. Clearly written and impeccably
researched, the book fills a huge void in the literature on evaluating
expert opinion.
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Preferences in the Development of Welfare States: Country-Level
Generalizations and its Alternatives.”
Robert Mickey, University of Michigan: “Duration, Tempo, and
the Study of Macro-Political Processes.”
Christopher Newman, Roosevelt University: “Fuzzy Set Qualita-
tive Comparative Analysis of Rebellions and Revolutions.”
Simeon C. Nichter, University of California-Berkeley: “Shaping
Opportunities for Collective Action: The Case of Land Reform in
Brazil.”
Hironori Sasada, University of Washington: “Ideas, Individuals, and
Institutions in State Development: The Origin of the East Asian
Developmental State System.”
Andrew J. Seligsohn, Hartwick College: “Values in American Poli-
tics.”
Paul Steinberg, Harvey Mudd College: “Causal Analysis in Small-N
Policy Studies.”
Nicholas Toloudis, Columbia University: “Centralization Recon-
sidered: Moving Beyond ‘Dynamic Statism.’”
Andreas Umland: “‘Conservative Revolution’: Proper Name or Ge-
neric Concept?”
APSA Panels/Roundtables Created (or Co-Organized) by
Division 46: Qualitative Methods
August 31-September 3, 2006, Philadelphia, PA
(Provisional pending final acceptance by authors)
Theoretical Synthesis:
Empirical Advances in International Politics
Chair: Peter J. Katzenstein, Cornell University
Participants:
Rachel Epstein, University of Denver: “The Social Context in Con-
ditionality: Internationalizing Finance and Defense.”
Aneta Borislavova Spendzharova, University of North Carolina:
“For the Market, or for ‘Our Friends’? Reforming Banking Laws
in Hungary and Bulgaria after 1989.”
Liesbet Hooghe, University of North Carolina: “Efficiency, Distri-
bution, Trust and International Regime Design.”
Judith Kelley, Duke University: “Norms, Systemic Change and
Instrumentalism: Explaining the Rise of Election Monitoring.”
Discussants: Jeffrey T. Checkel, University of Oslo; Milada Anna
Vachudova, University of North Carolina
What has Comparative Politics Accomplished?:
A Conversation Among Leading Scholars
Chair: Richard Snyder, Brown University
Participants: Robert A. Dahl, Yale University; David D. Laitin,
Stanford University; Theda Skocpol, Harvard University;
Alfred C. Stepan, Columbia University
Discussant: Gerardo L. Munck, University of Southern California
Temporal Dimensions of Policies and Politics
Chair: Kathleen Thelen, Northwestern University
Participants:
Anna M. Grzymala-Busse, University of Michigan: “Disaggregat-
ing Temporal Effects and their Policy Impact.”
Maria Victoria Murillo, Columbia University: “Winners Take All or
Policy Feedback Effects?”
Alan M. Jacobs, University of British Columbia: “When Can Gov-
ernments Invest?: Institutions, Government Capacities, and Poli
cies for the Long Term.”
Tulia G. Falleti, University of Pennsylvania: “Policies in Time: The
Topper, Keith. 2005. The Disorder of Political Inquiry. Cambridge:
Harvard University Press. $45.00 hardcover.
In the past several years two academic controversies have migrated
from the classrooms and courtyards of college and university cam-
puses to the front pages of national and international newspapers:
Alan Sokal’s hoax, published in the journal Social Text, and the self-
named movement, “Perestroika,” that recently emerged within the
discipline of political science. Representing radically different ana-
lytical perspectives, these two incidents provoked wide contro-
versy precisely because they brought into sharp relief a public crisis
in the social sciences today, one that raises troubling questions about
the relationship between science and political knowledge, and about
the nature of objectivity, truth, and meaningful inquiry in the social
sciences. In this provocative and timely book, Keith Topper inves-
tigates the key questions raised by these and other interventions in
the “social science wars” and offers unique solutions to them. En-
gaging the work of thinkers such as Richard Rorty, Charles Taylor,
Pierre Bourdieu, Roy Bhaskar, and Hannah Arendt, as well as recent
literature in political science and the history and philosophy of
science, Topper proposes a pluralist, normative, and broadly prag-
matist conception of political inquiry, one that is analytically rigor-
ous yet alive to the notorious vagaries, idiosyncrasies, and messy
uncertainties of political life.
APSA Poster Sessions Organized by
Division 46: Qualitative Methods
August 31-September 3, 2006, Philadelphia, PA
(Provisional pending final acceptance by authors)
Amel F. Ahmed, University of Pennsylvania: “Comparative His-
torical Analysis and the Politics of Institutional Choice: Explain-
ing Voting System Reform in 19th Century Democratizers.”
Alejandra Betanzo de la Rosa: “Minding the Gap: Connecting Theory
and Data in the Field of Intergovernmental Relations.”
Olga Bogatyrenko, University of California-Davis: “Vulnerabilities
of the Powerful: Using Historical Perspective to Understanding
Power.”
Morris D Bidjerano, State University New York at Albany: “Who
Gets What Public Policy, When and How: Reconceptualizing
Power in Public Policy Making.”
Chien-peng Chung, Lingnan University, Hong Kong: “An Analyti-
cal Framework of Separatism in Modern China.”
Hristina Nikolaeva Dobreva, Simon Fraser University, Canada:
“‘Second Image Reversed’ Reexamined: Methodological Recon-
sideration of Bias in Small-N Research.”
Fred Eidlin, University of Guelph, Canada: “Ideal Types and the
Problem of Reification.”
Michael Javen Fortner, Harvard University: “The Mismeasure of
Identity: Aligning Ontology and Methodology in Race Politics.”
Els de Graauw, University of California-Berkeley: “Conceptualiz-
ing and Typologizing Immigrant Nonprofits as Actors in Ameri-
can Urban Politics.”
Petra Hejnova, Syracuse University: “Women’s Activism in the
New Democracies: Uncovering Effects of Communist Policies on
Czech Women.”
Adrian J. Lottie, Eastern Michigan University: “Racism as Episte-
mology.”
Margitta Maetzke, University of Bremen: “Germany, Power and
Announcements
